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When they hear me talk,
I wear stylish clothes,
When I take a car,

When they see me walk,
I'm the guy that knows,
go-ing fast and far,

People turn around to say: 'Who's that?'
All the people cry,

Why a chicken goes across the street?
I'm the only man

No one dares to ask me for my fare.
Everyone who knows,
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I'm the guy that put the smoke in the chimneys,
I'm the guy that put the hump on the camel,
I'm the guy that put the notes in the music.

I'm the guy that put the leaves on
I'm the guy that put the cough in
I'm the guy that put the horns on

What's that? Who am I? Don't you know? I'm the guy,
What's that? Who am I? Don't you know? I'm the guy,
What's that? Who am I? Don't you know? I'm the guy,

I'm the guy that bites the holes in swiss cheese,
I'm the guy that put the noise in noodle soup,
I'm the guy that put the foam on lager beer.
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